
Our study demonstrated that the prevalence of attaining adequate ANC following the latest 
WHO recommendation of at least eight visits among mothers in Malaysia was at a 
satisfactory level. 

In fact, our data is higher than the prevalence reported for ANC of at least three visits in 
other South East Asian countries like Indonesia which was at 93.3% in 20122.

This is largely contributed by the antenatal guidelines set by the Malaysian government over 
the past decade which recommended ANC visits of at least eight in the ANC follow-up 
schedule even for uncomplicated pregnant mothers3.

Despite that, existing practices in promoting adequate attainment of ANC services among 
pregnant mothers should be continued while efforts to improve the quality of ANC services 
provided should be enhanced in the future. 
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Introduction
Antenatal care services are important in improving maternal health and reducing the risk of 
poor pregnancy outcomes and mortality.

In 2016, the World Health Organisation (WHO) increased the ANC visits recommendation of 
at least four visits to eight visits following significant evidence in the reduction of perinatal 
mortality compared to the previous recommendation of four visits1. 

Objective
To determine the prevalence of eight or more ANC visits and their sociodemographic 
correlates among pregnant mothers in Malaysia 

Methods
Data from the NHMS 2022: Maternal and Child Health, a nationwide cross-sectional survey 
with a complex design was analysed (N=6245). 

Validated questionnaires were used, and a face-to-face interview was conducted by trained 
data collectors among mothers aged 15-49 years. 

Adequate ANC in this study was defined as mothers who attended at least eight ANC visits.

Complex sample descriptive and multivariable logistic regression analysis was performed. 

Results 

Discussion & Conclusion

Table 1: Prevalence of mothers aged 15-49 years attending antenatal care of at least eight visits by sociodemographic characteristics Table 2: Simple and multiple logistic regression of attaining adequate ANC care among mothers in Malaysia
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